LAYERING

INTRODUCTION
- PROPAGULE
  - USEFUL
    - COMMERCIAL
      - MANY
  - OUTDATED
    - SPACE
      - USED
  - AMATEURS
    - OUTDATED
  - STOCK PLANTS

SUCCESS
- ATTACHED
  - HIGH
  - MANY
- STOCK PLANTS

PROPAGULE
- EXAMPLES
  - ROOTSTOCKS
    - APPLES
  - EXAMPLES

STOCK PLANT
- REMOVED
  - EARTHED UP
  - ETIOLATED
- GROWTH
  - HARD

STOOLIN
- PRUNED
  - NODE
  - EACH
  - ROOTS

EXEMPLARY
- SERPENTINE
  - LONG
  - PINNED DOWN
  - WOUNDED
  - BELOW

FRENCH
- EXAMPLES
  - COTINUS
    - MAGNOLIA
  - CORNUS
    - VIBURNUM

STOCK PLANT
- HARD
- PRUNED
- NEW
- GROWTH
- Derived from the image.